EJU Kata Judges Classification
The evaluation is by Kata judged in Kata World Championship, European and
Open Kata Championship and EJU Kata Tournaments.
The criteria of evaluation is directly linked to the type of mistakes reported in the
scorecards of each Judge.
The level of evaluation by Kata will be three based on the percentage of
techniques evaluated according to the majority of the five Judges:
A - over 70 %
B - between 55 % and 70 %
C - under 55 %
The criteria take in account that a Judge with evaluation B evaluated or not
evaluated some medium or big mistakes and a Judge with evaluation C evaluated or
not big mistakes.
A person with classification C in a Kata cannot judge that Kata in a World
Championship and European/Open Kata Championship.
A person with classification B in a Kata cannot judge that Kata in the Open Kata
Championship.
A new Judge need to be evaluated an EJU Tournament before to be in a European
or World Kata Championship.
The evaluation period will be two years starting from year 2014.
Other criteria for the evaluation will be based on remarks made by EJU Kata
Commission during the competitions:
- not complete filling of the scorecards
- wrong application of the rules
- behaviour or dressing not conform
- observe the scorecard of the Judge apart from
- not observe the action that is evaluated
It is a mandatory for the Judges evaluated C to follow the EJU Seminar for Judges
of the year after and to be evaluated at least B in an EJU Tournament.
The Continental Judges that do not participate at EJU activities ( Seminar for
Judges, European Championship, EJU Tournaments) since three years have to be
classified A in an EJU Kata Tournament before to be included in an European or
World Kata Championship.
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